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Spring 2021
1. From Skipper Hewitt’s presentation, slide 5 "Discussion" states "FBD is executed utilizing existing USC
Title 10 authorizations" and "All FBD real estate actions are undertaken through existing NAVFAC legal
authorities and processes." Wanted to confirm that this means all FBD initiatives will follow US Code
Title 10 Section 2661, Section 2667 and NAVFAC processes to address associated environmental impact
studies, competitive bid process, etc.
Yes. And transactions will execute in a manner to leverage the capabilities of public/private entities to
meet environmental studies/requirements.
2. What is SIA's role as an integration partner? SIA is primary entity responsible for Future Base Design
coordination and execution.
Will they explore (or revisit) Fair Market Value (FMV) assessments of all NAS Oceana parcels under
consideration? Perhaps, but FMV assessments are a DoD responsibility. There are, however, broader
discussions to determine economic value derived from businesses operating on federal property.
3. From Skipper Hewitt’s presentation, page 7 "Ongoing FBD Actions", "City of Virginia Beach
Department of Economic Development is researching P3 opportunities for all developable acreage
(~350) of available underutilized installation property." Is this a preliminary high level look or an indepth analysis? This is a high level look. For questions on the level of detail, would look to the VBED
team.
Is VBED conducting a Fair Market Value assessment? VBED is not doing a formal FMV as this is executed
by DoD. Of course, VBED will perform their internal analysis and due diligence as necessary.
Is there coordination with SIA on this analysis? SIA, together with DoN staff, will be discussing the FMV
determination as dictated by DoD. SIA will be active in consulting NASO/DoN staff to determine the
economic value of any proposed outgrant (leases, easements) that will informing a “in-kind”
consideration discussion.
4. Are there parcels under consideration for beyond a 5-year lease? (noting from USC section 2667 that
5 years is the maximum "unless the Secretary concerned determines that a lease for a longer period will
promote the national defense or be in the public interest".) Yes, leases will be considered for long term
lease consideration (i.e. solar panel farm = 35 year lease). This is typical for long-term leases under the
Navy’s Enhanced Use Lease (EUL) program, which has informed many FBD concepts.
5. Do we anticipate any limits or constraints placed on transactions (i.e. leases, easements, etc) for
future NAS Oceana CO's? As it pertains to National Defense/Security, there will always be provisions for
reversion of property control back to DoD/DoN/NASO as needed.
6. Will SIA (and if not SIA, what entity) consult and advise on length of leases, valuate the exchanges for
lease-monetary / in-kind considerations for all stakeholders. Yes, SIA is consulting.

Said another way, should the city of VB conduct its own valuation process or will SIA serve as the
independent entity for all? TBD, but recommend directing this question to VBED to gain their insight.
7. Will leased property be taxable by the municipality? City of VB will know best.
8. Are we moving towards a system where parcels of leasable Oceana property will be bucketed into
categories based on valuation, size, compatible use requirements, etc? If so, can the categories &
requirements be shared? At this time, we expect some system of categorizing of parcels will be
established, but nothing formal has been developed at this time.
9. How can we assist in the engagement and communication strategy with Virginia Beach residents near
or adjacent to parcels under consideration? NASO/DoN will share guidance and recommendations
when ready.
10. What do we envision the process to be in those instances where a waiver is required? Examples
may include:
• Items such as not including the clause requiring the lease to be revokable at any time by
SecNav. DoD will never issue a lease or easement without this provision.
• Waiver for a lease for money or in-kind consideration that is less than fair market value.
Federal law does not permit this.
• Determination of value of items offered for in-kind consideration in order to compare to fair
market value of lease. The process is continuing to develop in coordination with DoD/DoN, etc.
• SecNav approval for leases greater than 5 years. Very routine and, in fact, a common
occurrence.
• Request for SecNav determination that a competitive bid is not in the public interest. Follow
established DoN process to request sole source determination.

